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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with the concept of delayed placement oforders for high cost prod- 
ucts subject o unit-sized renewal demands. The inventory system considered is one with arbitrary 
inter-demand distributions, constant leadtimes, and linear carrying costs, where leadtimes are small 
relative to average time between demands and holding costs are large relative to other inventory 
costs. Shortages are either met on an emergency basis at a premium cost or lost. Expressions for 
the optimal delay are given for inter-demand distributions having increasing or decreasing renewal 
densities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the analysis of single item continuous review systems, an order for replenishment is placed 
whenever a demand causes the inventory position to drop to or below the reorder point. How- 
ever, in certain situations, delaying replenishment orders and placing them at times other than 
immediately after a demand would result in lower costs [1]. This would of course introduce an 
additional control parameter and considerably complicate the inventory cost analysis. 
The base stock policy (or (S - 1, S) policy) is often used in inventory systems of expensive, 
slow moving items for which unit demands occur. Under this control rule, a replenishment order 
for exactly one unit is placed each time the on-hand inventory decreases by one unit due to the 
occurrence of a demand. 
Schultz [2] considered an inventory system stocking expensive items subject to intermittent 
unit-sized emands where the time between demands has an arbitrary distribution. He considered 
an environment where the constant replenishment leadtimes are short relative to time between 
demands and the inventory carrying cost per item is high relative to cost of processing an order. 
These characteristics suggest he employment of a base stock policy with S -- 1 [2,3]. Schultz 
introduced a control parameter, representing the delay in placing the replenishment orders, to 
the (0, 1) system with renewal demands, where after each demand an order is scheduled to be 
released after a fixed amount of time in the future. He obtained the results for the optimal delay 
that minimizes the long-run expected cost for inter-demand distributions with increasing failure 
rate (IFR) distributions. 
In the model described above, demands during stock out periods are met instantaneously 
either by placing a rush order or by expediting the outstanding order at a premium cost. This 
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assumption clearly makes the analysis simple, since it results in each demand epoch being a 
renewal point. However, in some cases the supplier with whom an order is usually placed may not 
be able to supply a unit immediately. This would either necessitate instantaneous procurement 
from another source or would result in a lost sale if the customer is not willing to wait. The 
former case arises particularly for some spare part inventories which warrant shortages being 
met on an emergency basis without disturbing any outstanding orders. The analysis of such 
systems are more realistic, but at the same time more complex, as demand epochs are no longer 
regenerative. In this paper, we deal with precisely such a situation and determine the optimal time 
lag that minimizes the steady state expected cost rate for demand distributions with increasing 
and decreasing renewal densities. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYS IS  
An inventory system with a maximum stock of one unit is analyzed under the following as- 
sumptions. 
(i) Unit demands occur according to a renewal process with time interval between demands 
having probability density function f(.) and mean m/.  
(ii) At each demand epoch which results in a drop in the on-hand inventory level, an order is 
scheduled to be placed after d time units. 
(iii) The leadtime for the order placed d time units after a demand is a constant L units. 
(iv) Every demand during a stock out period is met instantaneously (without disturbing the 
existing order or the order scheduled to be placed) by procuring an item on an emergency 
basis at a premium, which is assumed to be available with probability p (0 < p < 1), 
otherwise it is lost, which occurs with probability q (-- 1 -p ) .  
The objective is to determine the optimal delay d* that minimizes the long-run expected cost 
rate C(d) under the following cost structure: 
Ch: inventory carrying cost per item per unit time, 
co: cost per ordinary order, 
ce: cost per emergency order/shortage, 
Cs: cost per lost sale. 
Let e-event denote the occurrence of a demand which results in the on-hand inventory dropping 
by one unit (from level one to level zero). Then the inventory level process is a regenerative process 
with the renewal process of the sequence of e-events embedded in it. Hence the time between two 
successive -events, T (a random variable), constitutes a regeneration cycle. A typical realization 
of the inventory level process is given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. o: demand epochs which are e-events, [-1: demand epochs during stock out 
periods, A: reorder points, x" replenishment epochs. 
In the figure, the system starts with one unit on-hand. A demand occurs at tl (e-event) taking 
the inventory level to zero. After d units of time, an order is placed at Ul which materializes 
at vl. During (Ul, Vl) two demands occur at t2, t3 which are either met with probability p or lost 
with probability 1-p .  The replenishment a Vl takes the inventory level to one. At t4 an e-event 
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occurs which brings down the level to zero. The random variable Z denotes the amount of time 
the inventory is positive during a cycle. 
Let EC and ET denote the expected cost per cycle and the expected cycle time, respectively. 
For notational convenience the dependence on d is made implicit. Then the long-run expected 
cost rate C(d) is given by (see [4]) 
EC 
C(d) = ET" (1) 
Let ¢(t) = Pr[T > t] where T denotes the time between two successive -events. Then ¢(t) is 
given by 
f 
min(t,L+d) 
¢(t) = 9r(t) + h(y)~(t  - y) dy, (2) 
J0 
where h(t) = Y':~n°°=l f(n)(t) is the renewal density of the demand process and 9r(t) = ft °° f (u)  du. 
The expression (2) is written using the classification that either there is no demand in (0, t) or 
that there are demands but none after a replenishment materializes (see Figure 1). Then 
ET = ¢(t) dt 
fo~f  mi~(t'L+d) = my + h(y)Y(t  - y) dy at 
Jo  
mf÷;L+dfot  oo h(y)~( t -y )dydt  + f ; L+d = h(y)~(t  - y) dy at. 
• 10 JLq-d JO 
Now changing the order of integration, we have 
ET = my + [ ,  h(y) 2 ( t  - y) dt dy + h(y) 2 ( t  - y) dt dy. 
dO J y  JO +d 
Hence 
ET = mf  + mfH(L  + d), (3) 
where H(t)  = fo h(y) dy is the renewal function of the demand process and represents the ex- 
pected number of demands in (0, t]. 
Let Z(r.v.) denote the amount of time inventory level is positive in one cycle, Ns (r.v.) denote 
the number of demands met on an emergency basis per cycle, and N2(r.v.) denote the number 
of demands lost during a stock out per cycle. Hence the expected cost EC per cycle is given by 
EC = chE(Z) + ceE(N1) + csE(N2) + co. 
Since Z = T - L - d, we have 
Also 
E(Z)  = E(T)  - L - d. 
E(N1) = pH(L  + d), 
E(N2) = (1 - p)H(L  + d). 
(a) 
(5) 
Hence from (4) and (5) we obtain 
EC = Ch my ÷ Ch m/H(L  ÷ d) - Ch(L + d) + co + ca H(L  + d), (6) 
where Ca = ce p H(L  ÷ d) ÷ cs(1 -p )H(L  ÷ d). Then from (1), (3), and (6), the long-run expected 
cost rate C(d) is obtained as 
_ [ch(L + d) + (ca - co)] (7) 
C(d) = Ch + rnf mi[1 + H(L  + d)] 
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In order to determine the optimal value of d that minimizes the long-run expected cost rate, we 
consider the first derivative of C(d). From (7), on differentiation, we have 
where 
C'(d) = Chh(L + d)[(Ca - cO)/Ch -- A(d)] 
m/f1 + H(L  + d)] 2 ' (8) 
A(d) = [1 + H(L  + d)] _ (L + d). (9) 
h(L + d) 
CASE 1. h(t) is an increasing function. Differentiating (9) with respect o d, we have 
A'(d) = -h ' (L  + d)[1 + H(L  + d)] (10) 
[h(L + d)] 2 
Since h(t) is an increasing function, (10) implies that Aid ) is a decreasing function of d and the 
maximum value A(0) of A(d) equals [1 + H(L)] /h(L)  - L. Then C'(d) is an increasing function 
of d as its denominator is positive. Therefore C'(d) changes ign at most once. Let A(oo ) denote 
limt-.oo A(t). Then from (8) we have the following cases. 
(a) (Ca - co)/ch >_ [1 + H(L)] /h(L)  - L. 
Then C~( d) >_ 0 V d and d* = O. 
(b) (ca - co)/ch < [1 + H(L)] /h(L)  - L and (ca - Co)/ch ~ A(oo). 
Since (ca - Co)/ch is a constant and A(d) is decreasing, C(d) is unimodal, i.e., there exists a 
unique do such that C'(do) = 0. Differentiating (8) with respect o d and using C'(d0) = 0, we 
obtain 
C"(do) = [ch(L + do) + (ca - co)]h'(L + do) 
mf[1 + g(n  + 40)] 2 (11) 
> 0 (since h(t) is an increasing function). 
Hence do is a point of minima and d* -- do which is given by 
[ch(L + d*) + (Ca - co)]h(L + d*) = Ch[1 + H(L  + d*)]. 
(c) (ca - CO)/Ch <: [1 + HiL) ] /h (L  ) - L and (ca - Co)/ch >_ A(oo). 
Then C~(d) < 0 Vd and d* = ~.  Hence we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. / f  h(t) is an increasing function, the following are true. 
(i) I f  (ca - co)/ch > A(O), d* = 0 (place a regular order as and when the inventory level drops 
to zero). 
(ii) IrA(O) > (ca - co)/ch >_ A(oo), there exists a unique d* (finite) given by 
Aid.  ) _ (ca - Co) 
Ch 
(iii) I f  A(oo) > (ca - CO)/Ch, d* = oo (whenever a demand occurs, always place an order on an 
emergency basis). 
For purpose of illustration, consider the case where the inter-demand interval is Erlangian of 
order 2 and parameter A. In this case: 
f(t) = ~he -~t, 
h(t) -- A[1 - e -2xt] 
2 
At [1 - e -2~t] 
H(t) = 2 4 
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Then from Theorem 1, since A(co) = 3/2A, we have the following. 
(i) If 3/2A > (Ca - CO)/Ch, d* = co. 
(ii) If 3/2A < (Ca - CO)/Ch <_ A(O), d* is given by 
e-2~(d'+L)[ch{1 + 2A(L + d*)} + 2(Ca - co)] = 2A(Ca - co) - 3Ch. 
(iii) If A(O) > (Ca - CO)/Ch, d* = 0, where A(0) = [3/4 + e-2L(1/4 + AL/2)][A(1 - e-UL)]/2. 
CASE 2. h(t) is a decreasing function. From (10) we note that A(d) is an increasing function 
of d with minimum value A(0). Employing arguments imilar to those in the previous theorem 
and noting that the unique critical point in the case A(co) > (Ca - cO)/Ch >_ A(O) is a maximum 
point, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. I f  h(t) is a decreasing function, 
(i) d* = co, if(ca -co) /ch  <_ A(O) or if A(O) < (ca -co) /ch  < A(oo) and g(co) < g(0); 
(ii) d* = O, i f ( ca -  CO)/Ch >_ A(CO) or i rA(co) > (Ca -C0)/Ch _> A(0) and g(co) >_ C(O). 
SPECIAL CASE. When demand epochs form a Poisson process with parameter ~, from (8), we 
note that 
(1  - AL )  
d* = 0, if I > Ch . . . . .  and 
- - c0 )  
(1  - 
d* = co, if I < Ch (Ca -- CO)" 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this article, an ordering policy for slow moving, high cost items with intermittent unit 
sized demands which includes the possibility of replenishment delays is discussed. The model 
deals with a realistic situation which permits shortages and covers the case of alternate modes of 
supply. Decisions on whether or not an item should be stocked is handled through the option of 
infinite delays. Results for the optimal delay are given for inter-demand istributions F(.) with 
increasing or decreasing renewal densities. As in the case of distributions with IFR or DFR [5], 
this set also contains many commonly used distributions. 
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